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Expert One-on-One OracleApress, 2003
Tom Kyte is of a rare breed. To begin, he's technically expert  in his subject (administration of and development of applications for  Oracle database management systems). What's more (and what  distinguishes him from the ranks of the super-competent), he is both  able and willing to share his considerable store of wisdom with Oracle  users via...

		

PyTorch Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2019

	
		
			
				Get up to speed with the deep learning concepts of Pytorch using a problem-solution approach. Starting with an introduction to PyTorch, you'll get familiarized with tensors, a type of data structure used to calculate arithmetic operations and also learn how they operate. You will then take a look...





		

JavaScript(TM) PhrasebookSams Publishing, 2006
Developers are hungry for a concise, easy-to-use reference that puts essential code "phrases" at their fingertips. JavaScript, and the related AJAX, is hot and there is little to no information on how to use JavaScript to develop AJAX-based applications. While there are many JavaScript books on the market, most of them are dated and few...





		

Professional Java, JDK 5 EditionWrox Press, 2005
Java continues to be the dominant language for building server applications, and the latest update to the Java platform—JDK 5—boasts many new features, including a metadata facility, generics, autoboxing, and improved user interface performance. Building upon Ivor Horton's Beginning Java, this book provides insight into these...

		

A Computational Model of Natural Language Communication: Interpretation, Inference, and Production in Database SemanticsSpringer, 2006
Everyday life would be easier if we could simply talk with machines instead of having to program them. Before such talking robots can be built, however, there must be a theory of how communicating with natural language works. This requires not only a grammatical analysis of the language signs, but also a model of the cognitive agent, with...

		

Bioinformatics Biocomputing and Perl: An Introduction to Bioinformatics Computing Skills and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Bioinformatics, Biocomputing and Perl presents an extended tutorial introduction to programming through Perl, the premier programming technology of the bioinformatics community. Even though no previous programming experience is assumed, completing the tutorial equips the reader with the ability to produce powerful custom...






		

Learning Flex 3: Getting up to Speed with Rich Internet Applications (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
How soon can you learn Adobe Flex 3? With this book's unique hands-on approach, you will be able to tinker with examples right away, and create your own Rich Internet Applications with Flex within the first few chapters. As you progress, you learn how to build a layout, add interactivity, work with data, and deploy your applications to either the...

		

Professional JavaScript for Web Developers (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
This eagerly anticipated update to the breakout book on JavaScript offers you an in-depth look at the numerous advances to the techniques and technology of the JavaScript language. You'll see why JavaScript's popularity continues to grow while you delve through topics such as debugging tools in Microsoft Visual Studio, FireBug, and Drosera;...

		

Trustworthy Compilers (Quantitative Software Engineering Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The Most Complete, Real-World Guide to Compiler


	Development—and the Principles of Trustworthy Compilers


	Drawing on the author's over thirty years of expertise in compiler development, research, and instruction, Trustworthy Compilers introduces and analyzes the concept of trustworthy compilers and the principles...






		

Coaching Positively: Lessons for Coaches from Positive Psychology (Coaching in Practice)Open University Press, 2011

	"If you are looking for an introductory book on how to do PP coaching, this will give you an excellent, clearly written, practical introduction with some useful references in the bibliography."

	AICTP Newsletter, November 2012


	"Coaching Positively is the book that the coaching profession...


		

The Scrumban [R]Evolution: Getting the Most Out of Agile, Scrum, and Lean Kanban (Agile Software Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2015

	Create Thriving, High-Performing Teams and Organizations with Scrumban


	 


	Scrumban allows you to use Kanban as a catalyst for increasingly valuable changes to your existing software development processes, amplifying and expanding upon Scrum’s...


		

Java 2 Enterprise Edition 1.4 (J2EE 1.4) BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"One stop shopping for J2EE."
     – Scott Ambler, Senior Consultant, Ronin International, Inc. and Author of Agile Modeling
If Java 2 Enterprise Edition 1.4 can do it, you can do it too...      

You already know that Java 2 Enterprise Edition 1.4 makes your enterprise services more cost-effective, more adaptable,...
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